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Decoration

Printing process tailored for sophisticated

shapes
Decoration equipment specialist Fermac has made
significant investments in developing new machinery for
printing on hollow glassware, particularly for the
burgeoning UV printing market. The supplier introduces
the latest additions to its range, as well as its current
research and development efforts.

Fermac has invested heavily in the
UV printing process, developing a
complete range of UV printing

machines as follows:

■ RUV-12: Fully electronic four or five-
colour printing machine

■ RUV-16: Fully electronic six-colour 
printing machine

■ RUV-20: Fully electronic eight-colour 
printing machine.

To complete this range, the company
offers a pre-treatment system, Uvitreat,
which uses silane to prepare the glass
surface for improved UV ink adhesion.

Latest developments
Fermac’s research and development
team is working on a special coating
(primer) as an alternative to silicoating,
in order to offer improved adhesion
alongside an easier pre-treatment
system. The second aspect of its research
and development is focused on hot foil
stamping over UV printing.

This solution will offer the capacity to
achieve real metallic colours with
enhanced mirror effects (such as gold,
silver or special metalised shades onto
organic printing), with no colour
limitations and a raised effect. In
addition, perfect registration of the foil
over the ink can be achieved, in contrast
to some flux-plus-metal combinations.

Fermac collaborates with CER, a
leading manufacturer of hot foil
stamping machines for the cosmetic and
perfume industries. The two companies
will participate together in Cosmopack

2011 in Bologna, Italy, in order to
illustrate the combined process: UV
screen printing and hot foil stamping.

Furthermore, Fermac carries out trials
with major UV ink producers in order to
determine the best conditions for
optimum results according to the
specifications of each individual
industrial sector: Flint glass, acid etched

glass, organic coated glass for bottles,
tumblers or perfume bottles.

Complex shapes
In response to the growing demand for
decorating more sophisticated shapes,
Fermac has developed a range of CNC
controlled machines. For the cosmetic or
premium spirits industries, the supplier
offers the CLXX range:

■ CL02: Two stations for two colours 
with thermoplastic enamels or one 
colour with UV inks

■ CL04: Four stations for four colours 
with thermoplastic enamels or two 
colour with UV inks

■ CL06: Six stations for six colours with
thermoplastic enamels or three colour
with UV inks.

For more colours or higher outputs,
Fermac brings to the market a range of
CNC machines on a rotary base version
to print multiple colours on oval, square
or elliptical bottles or objects:

■ F06: Eight stations, up to six colours 
thermoplastic or three UV colours

■ F08: 12 stations, up to 10 colours 
thermoplastic or five UV colours.

All of these machines can receive the
options available on the electronic range
such as angular registration and/or
quality control systems, both using
linear cameras. �

Fermac, Italy.
Website: www.fermac.it

� � Fermac has developed various solutions to
address the demands of the hollow glass
decorating industry, such printing machines for
complex shaped containers.
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